
Papa's Freezeria To Go!

**About Papa’s Freezeria **

In Papa’s Freezeria you become an employee in a well visited ice cream parlor. Take orders, create

sundaes und take care that your customers are always perfectly satisfied. 

In Papa’s Freezeria you have to make your customers happy with delicious sundaes. Create

different sundaes, add various toppings or whipped cream on top of them and serve the order fast

to your customers. Stick to the orders of your customers, work fast and never lose track of your

orders. Live the busy and funny daily routine of an ice cream shop employee and make the perfect

sundae.

**Papa’s Freezeria – features: **

-	Work in sundae paradise: In Papa’s Freezeria you become an employee in an ice cream parlor.

Here your tasks are variegated: Make the ordered sundaes, choose the best type of ice cream, add

syrup or other toppings and serve your creations. 

-	Multitasking is very important: In Papa’s Freezeria you have to accept different responsibilities.

During the game you have to work on different stations. On Take Station you have to take the

orders of the customers, on Build Station you have to make the ordered sundaes. On Mix Station

you are responsible for the blending of the ice creams. The last station is the so called Top Station

where you add toppings or whipped cream to the sundae. 

-	Happy customers, happy employee: If you do the order of your customers fast and well, your

customers stay satisfied. The more happy customers you serve, the more points you earn with

which you can level-up. In higher levels new toppings for the shop will be unlocked. Besides you

can be happy about new customers. 

-	Collect tips: Be kind to your customers and do their orders fast and precisely. If you make a good

sundae, you can earn tips with which you can buy e.g. new decoration for your shop. 

-	Easy handling: Papa’s Freezeria To Go was designed especially for smaller displays, e.g. of

smartphones. The game was optimally adapted to the display of smartphones and shines with an

easy and smartphone developed handling. 

Conclusion: By using the app Papa’s Freezeria you experience the busy daily routine in an ice

cream parlor. Make different sundaes, create them according to the wishes of your customers and

take care that you never lose track of your orders. In the game multitasking and concentration are

most important


